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Based on tips from Trevor Sonneveld, corporate service manager 
for all �ve Advantage Farm Equipment Ltd. dealerships in 
Ontario; Bruce Baldwin, general manager of Kalvesta Implement 
in Kalvesta, Kan.; and Tim Brannon, owner of B&G Equipment 
in Paris, Tenn., the following is an abbreviated list of things to 
check at the end of the season or before the next harvest.

Combine
Inspection Tips

Perform Routine Service

 � Perform all service checks: engine oil, fuel filter, air cleaner 

and hydraulic oil.

 � Grease all points per the operator’s manual. If a fitting doesn’t 

take grease, stop and find out why. 

Clean It Up

 � Start by cleaning the machine of dust and dirt. This will not 

only ensure better performance next year, but will help you spot 

wear and potential problems.

 � Use an air hose or compressed air to clean away any dust, 

grain and dirt in areas where electrical connectors are located. 

This helps keep mice away from the area and from chewing into 

wires. Avoid using water on any internal areas of the combine to 

keep moisture away from the wires.

Keep Clean Grain Moving

 � Check the condition of any conveying or unloading 

augers. If edges are sharp like a razor blade, replace. 

As the edges wear, the auger diameter also becomes 

smaller, which can lead to grain damage, reduced 

capacity or plugging. 

 � Check the condition of all elevator chains and 

paddles. Rubber paddles can wear down, particularly 

on the corners, and allow grain to leak past, leading 

to grain loss, grain damage and/or reduced capacity.

 � Check the oil level in any discharge auger gearboxes.

Take a Look Inside

 � For axial combines, inspect rotor 

and concave, checking wires for 

damage and bars for wear. Look for 

cracks or breaks in the rotor cage 

itself and remove any extra debris.

 � Inspect the sieves for foreign 

material and damage. Make sure 

the cleaning fan spins freely and the 

speed adjustment works properly.

 � Inspect the accelerator rolls on 

Gleaner models for excessive wear, 

and check the bearings and drive 

components. Also, inspect 

the distribution augers for wear 

and damage.

 � Check the discharge area. That 

means checking the bearings in the 

spreaders, inspecting spreader fins 

and inspecting the blades on the 

chopper for loose or missing rotor 

knives and stationary knives.
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Clean It Up
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